The Jews have created a strange false reality where they have woven a strange spell to control us by, where all of the eternal natural laws of existence that grant life, health, and happiness if followed are attacked with the greatest science in all history......Some angry little goblin Jew jumping up and down shouting mean names at reality because they believe the Jew dictates reality by saying they do! Oy Veh!

See him jump and dance in a furry.....

The Jew literally thinks he commands the universe and stuff....Questioning this is Anti-Semitism.

And we are all supposed to bow our Goyim heads in obedience to this...cause Jews. Otherwise the Jew will reach deep into its grubby little pocket and pull out one of many "-isms" and threaten you with them. This is all just goofy Jewish bullshit artistry. Just Jew word game trick-ology, criminal Kike sophistry farted out of the brain of some nasty old Jew that looks like this guy.....
There is face you can trust.....

What's Anti-Semitism......When Jews call you mean names for being wise to their bullshit.

What's Sexism....When Jews call you mean names for being wise to their bullshit.

What's Racism.....when Jews call you mean names for being wise to their bullshit.

What's any ism Jews call you.... Just mean names for being wise to their bullshit.

The Jews have a pocket full of isms, and a head full of stank air.

These are the evil clowns that think they own you and have a right to be dictator of your life forever.....Cause they wrote a book that says so, Oy Veh! [The same book that says the earth is flat.]